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ABSTRACT
The proposed project aims to develop a data acquisition system using the Internet of things concept. The system monitors the environment in which a solar photovoltaic module is
located and sends the generated voltage, ambient temperature
and light incidence data to a cloud server through the Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) communication protocol. The MQTT message is listened by a program running on
the cloud server and the data received is stored on the same
cloud server and can be visualized by any allowed remote user.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the new global trend is the search for diversification
of the electric energy matrix, mainly through renewable energy
sources. Brazil has a great advantage over other countries, due to
the location close to the equator, which guarantees twelve hours
of sunshine per day throughout the year. In addition to the great
extension of the coast, which favors the source of wind energy.
Solar energy is one of the alternative forms of generation that have
more focus in developed countries because of the cheapening of
solar systems and the valuation of environmental and social costs,
solar photovoltaic systems tends to become economically competitive in short term [1].
Data acquisition systems use sensors to obtain information about
the environment in which they are inserted and have great importance to analyze several factors that influence the energy generation [2]. It is common in acquisition systems to store the values of
the readings in a database to later treat and analyze them [3]. However, with the spread of the Internet of things (IoT) concepts [4],
data acquisition and monitoring systems are increasingly using remote storage on cloud servers [5, 6].
The proposed project aims to develop a data acquisition system that
has Internet connection, so that sensor readings are sent via WiFi

using the Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) protocol [7], that uses low bandwidth.

2.

RELATED WORK

The use of monitoring systems is common, however, with the advancement of communication technologies and protocols, these
systems have gained more interaction and stability [8]. There are
several papers that address the concept of the Internet of Things
and data acquisition, such as the article described by Dornelas that
proposes the monitoring of domestic water consumption using concepts of Internet of things [9]. In this model, Dornelas uses the
open-source meta-platform KNoT, which aims to facilitate communication between hardware devices (sensors, microcontroller and
microcomputer) through software, libraries and protocols.
Another work that addresses data acquisition is proposed by [10].
The system monitors energy consumption in real time in a noninvasive way using the Arduino microcontroller [11]. This developed device also performs non-invasive electrical current monitoring using a current sensor (ammeter pliers) and sends the data to
the Internet using Arduino’s Ethernet shield.
Using concepts of IoT allied to wireless sensor networks, the work
proposed by [12] aims to develop a system of real-time monitoring sound noises in urban environments. The project contains a
network of wireless sensors capable of communicating using open
transmission protocols. As a form of wireless communication, this
model sends data from the sensor network using a transceiver module (SIM800L) for GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) communication.
Table 1 shows a comparison table between three projects mentioned
above and the proposed project.

3.

MATERIALS

In this section, the components and technologies selected for the
development of this project are described.

3.1

ESP8266 NodeMCU Dev Kit V1.0

The ESP8266 NodeMCU [13] microcontroller is a development
board that has serial converter, voltage regulator, analog pin, WiFi
modem and several other input and output pins. A representation
of the version of the NodeMCU used can be seen in Figure 1,
also containing the pin map of the microcontroller. The choice of
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Table 1. Comparison between the related works and the proposed
project
[9]

Microcontroller
Arduino UNO

Data Transfer
Radio

[10]

Arduino UNO

Ethernet cable

[12]

Microcontroller
with ARM cortex

Mobile Network

Proposed
project

NodeMCU
DevKit V1.0
with ESP8266
module

WiFi Network

Protocol Used
KnoT Protocol
SPI,
TCP/UDP
IEEE 802.15.4,
RPL, IPv6 and GPRS/GSM
for mobile connection
MQTT Communication
protocol

ESP8266 NodeMCU was made due to the presence of an analog
pin that is used to read the values of the sensors, for the ease in
programming and internet connection via WiFi.

Fig. 2. Temperature sensor (A), LDR (B) and photovoltaic solar panel (C).

arrive to subscribing clients. An illustration of the communication
flow of the MQTT communication protocol can be seen in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Representation of the communication process and the participating
entities in the MQTT protocol.

The MQTT protocol was implemented based on the TCP stack and
therefore has a parameter for data reliability, that is, the guarantee
that the message arrived at the destination, known as QoS (Quality of service), which assumes the values 0, 1 or 2 according to
the desired reliability level. This feature allows even low-quality
networks (mobile or WiFi) to operate efficiently. As security measures, MQTT also offers the possibility of setting a password for
the topic and using Secure Socket Layer (SSL) / Transport Layer
Security (TSL) encryption.

4.
Fig. 1. NodeMCU V1.0.

3.2

Project sensors and components

The physical configuration of the monitoring system consists of
a prototype with the objective of testing the MQTT communication and validating the proposal. The sensors used in the design are: temperature sensor (LM35), a light sensitive resistor
(LDR) and a solar photovoltaic module of 6V. Considering that the
ESP8266 NodeMCU has only one input with AD (analog/digital)
converter, it was necessary to use a multiplexer. The integrated circuit CD74HC4051E [14] was selected. The sensors used can be
seen in Figure 2.

3.3

MQTT comunication protocol

MQTT is an inter-device communication protocol. It was developed with the purpose of consuming little bandwidth using the publish / subscribe model. This model consists of defining two types of
network entities: the message broker and clients. The broker acts
as a server that receives the messages from the source clients and
passes them to the target clients in push mode. The customer can be
any device that can interact with the broker and can publish or subscribe to a topic. A topic is a data channel, where MQTT messages

METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this monitoring system is to collect data from the
voltage generated by the solar photovoltaic module, the ambient
temperature and the incidence of light, and send them to an MQTT
topic of the broker located on the Federal Institute of Ceará (Brazil)
server. On this server there are scripts that handle data and store the
values that come to the topic in a database. Figure 4 shows a full
representation of the proposed acquisition system.

4.1

MQTT and data processing

The embedded system sends the data via WiFi to the MQTT broker where there is a Python application capturing the messages and
saving them in the database. A diagram showing the steps of the
software running on the server can be seen in Figure 5.
In the microcontroller the data is already sent in JSON format and
each data type has a specific topic in the broker, so the program
upon receiving them creates different tables for each type of data
and then inserts the data.

5.

RESULTS

Figure 6 shows the confirmation of data receipt on the broker and
storage in the database. The developed codes are hosted in a public
repository and can be found in [15].
On Figure 7 the proposed project mounted on protoboard can be
seen. It is possible to see the microcontroller (A), connected to the
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Fig. 4. Representation of the proposed monitoring system.
Fig. 7. Protoboard mounted project.

6.

Fig. 5. Main steps of the python program.

Solar energy is a renewable source and is becoming popular in
Brazil. Nowadays, Brazilians are looking for renewable energies as
an alternative way of reducing residential spending. The monitoring
system proposed in this work aims to monitor a solar photovoltaic
module to indicate scenarios of greater power generation using sensors. The received data are stored in a cloud server database and can
be visualized by any allowed remote user and a web page can be
developed to display charts with the data stored. The MQTT topic
can also be listened using any platform capable to connect to the
MQTT broker.
Hereafter the project can be improved with data analysis using neural networks running on an embedded Linux system (such as Raspberry Pi) to obtain a foresight of the measurements of the environment. This data predictions are important for fault analysis and to
evaluate the production potential of a certain site electric energy
relating to photovoltaic generation, which are influenced by meteorological information.

7.

Fig. 6. Data received in the MQTT broker.

analog output from the multiplexer (B), which interprets three input
values: photovoltaic module output voltage (C), temperature sensor
(D) and LDR (E); and sends to the microcontroller AD input pin.

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
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